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The Neutrino Astronomy seems to be finally discovered by a sudden flavor variations at several
tens Tev and by the recent, but unique, correlation between the IceCube-170922A trough going
muon track with the TXS 0506+056 gamma source.
However, we believe that several expected signatures of a sharp Neutrino Astronomy are still
absent. We discuss such puzzles regarding the last ICECUBE neutrino High Energy Starting
Events (HESE) set.
In this frame we note for energies greater than 90 TeV an intriguing paucity of downward HESE
muon tracks respect to the corresponding up-going ones. This happened in the previous 82 events
set and is still present in the last one of 103 events. Any astrophysical downward HESE muon
track, originated inside ICECUBE, could be very well revealed because the vertical events are
tuned to ICECUBE vertical array sensitivity. Moreover, the rare (just one or two) downward HESE
tracks are much less numerous respect to the corresponding more abundant downward showers.
These missing HESE tracks are proposing either an up-down cosmic flavor anisotropy (or
anomaly), or more realistically, an asymmetry due to the role of ICECUBE veto for all down-
ward HESE tracks occurring with any nearby collinear muon companion. Companion muons that
are absent for any astrophysical events. About the tau double bang absence or paucity we present
a discussion on the nature of the detected tau events considering the last declared detector effi-
ciency. In particular we underline the unprobable (few percent) statistical location of the energy
of the two tau event candidates respect to the ICECUBE efficiency detection curve. We conclude
that a dominant atmospheric charmed neutrino (with a marginal astrophysical component) may
better fit all the ICECUBE data. These charmed neutrino role is able to explain arguments that
would otherwise be difficult to interpret and namely: a missing general γ and ν source correla-
tion, the specific galactic plane absence in the proposed neutrino maps, the general absence of
self clustering for HESE or trough going events, the absence of any muon after glow coincident
with the brightest AGN flare and GRB flashes, the absence of a correlated signal (gamma-X-radio
precursor or afterglow) triggered around a hard ICECUBE muon track within seconds, minutes or
few days, the average HESE flavor ratio νe : νµ : ντ converging toward 1 : 1 : 0, as for the prompt
atmospheric case, the paucity or at least the un-probable distribution of the last two double bang
events (yet unpublished) among the hardest 42 HESE showers, the HESE events spectra converg-
ing toward 2.8 power exponent, almost identical to the primary cosmic ray spectra at the knee
about 10−100 PeV energy, as we expected for the atmospheric prompt neutrinos.
It is proposed an approach that may found confirmations in the ICECUBE data with new disentan-
gling technique or in the next upgoing or horizontal tau air-shower detectors and rate.
Frontier Research in Astrophysics III, May 2018
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1. Introduction
Since 2013, the number of events of the ultra high-energy (UHE) ICECUBE neutrino cascades
exceeds the one corresponding to the traces of atmospheric muon neutrino (for the last 103 events
it is nearly 3 : 1), that were dominant just below, at TeV energies. Indeed, at TeV energies the
muon tracks are nearly 20 : 1 more abundant than the electron atmospheric signals. The fast flavor
changes from tracks to shower events, around and above tens TeV energy, has been widely indebt
to the injection of the long-searched astrophysical neutrino. This discovery, therefore, became for
the most part warmly accepted offering a new Neutrino Astronomy. However, in our opinion, there
are still several missing objectives and key tests for this new UHE Neutrino Astronomy to be fully
accepted and agreed.
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ICECUBE published over the years sets of contained neutrino events, with the name of High
Energy Starting Events, or HESE. We refer in particular to a first set with 54 events in 2015-
2016 [1, 2], then a following one with 82 events in 2017 [3, 4] and the last with 113 events, later
reduced to 103, in 2018 [5, 6]. Indeed, none of them is pointing or clustering toward any of the
several expected transient candidate X ray, gamma or radio sources with the exceptions of the
recent and unique ICECUBE-170922A alert correlated within weeks and months to the active AGN
source.
Also the several dozens of more energetic thorough-going muon tracks formed around the
ICECUBE are missing to point toward the best hard gamma or X candidate sources. As mentioned
above, we disregard here the celebrated but unique connection among TXS 0506+056 and the
ICECUBE-170922A alert. No UHE neutrino occurred (as widely suggested) in connection to any
GRB, nor toward active flaring (same seconds, minutes, days) BL Lac, neither to brightest AGN
sources in Fermi early or historic gamma catalogue. Moreover, UHE ICECUBE neutrino events
have no (clear) correlation with any nearby mass distribution (Local Group), nor with our galactic
plane (GP). In addition ICECUBE events are not showing self-clustering events at tens or hundreds
TeV energy, even in most recent (2018-2019) search. Furthermore, there is also tension between
the internal HESE event spectra power index and the external trough-going muon tracks one.
In particular we note that the highest downward muon HESE neutrino missing track signals
(just one or two) is suggesting either an unexplainable cosmic flavor anisotropy between terrestrial
North and South or, more realistically, a statistical veto of ICECUBE hiding the charmed twin neu-
trino muon tracks overshadowed by their collinear trough going muon charmed companion. The
corresponding upward muon HESE track events are well observed in ICECUBE for the up-going
sky (in agreement with upgoing showers), even at lower rate because that upper sky is partially
opaque above tens-hundreds TeV energy by the Earth absortion depth.
Finally, as we shall discuss in detail in present article, UHE atmospheric neutrino are unable
to show much of expected tau flavors.
Above 90 TeV we may count 42 events (including 34 showers) and nearly 12 could or should
be if astrophysical tau events. Only one or two tau of them are expected for the charmed atmo-
spheric events, as in our present suggested reading key. Indeed, only two events seem to be the ob-
served tau candidate. Let us remind that any astrophysical neutrinos while in cosmic flight should
oscillate from their original lepton nature to a more averaged flavor state with a final nearly equal
lepton abundances. Therefore, all the three state νe, νµ , and ντ in a first approximation should arise
almost on same rate among those hundred astrophysical ICECUBE neutrino candidates. Naturally
ντ are hard to be disentangled and observed by any common shower in ICECUBE, because of their
short double bang distance track: quite short at tens TeV energy for the long spaced ICECUBE array
optical elements. However Tau double bang might be recognized by their luminosity variability by
most recent ICECUBE advanced techniques, just above or nearly a hundred TeV energy. Excluding
or even including the two recent (and questionable) candidate tau events, no clear double bang due
to the tau neutrino have been yet published in detail.
Let us mention that the ICECUBE collaboration (see [7]) recently updated and changed the
ICECUBE efficiency to disentangle a tau reducing it to an average value of 0.2. With such an
averaged suppression the expected event rate (2.8 in 9 years) is again consistent with the two
observed event. However, the detection efficiency is not such an average one, as we shall show.
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This new ICECUBE interpretation is discordant from earlier estimates (our and ICECUBE ones
on 2017) and it may reduce or suppress our preliminary claim about a tau neutrino paucity or
absence. We took it into account in this updated version.
However, the new curve of detection efficiency, as shown in Fig. 12 and discussed later, is
impling an unprobable set of values for the detected tau energies.
Indeed, the detection efficiency with the energy distribution is not well tuned with the two
recorded tau, as we shall shown in section 4.4. Therefore, the tau absence or its paucity argument
is still alive and remains a central puzzle for the absence of downward hardest HESE muon tracks.
In the final discussion we also comment on the peculiar role of (hopefull) future (rare) 11%
Glashow resonant double bang decay in a W− birth followed by a tau decay about a hundred meter
away. The first bang event is originated by radiative (double boson) W− decay. This is somehow
contrary to the most popular and widely believed Glashow lollipop model, with a track and one
bang, without any additional starting bang signal. We also mention the relevant role of the external
Glashow decaying (as rare as a 10% rate) into muon channel events feeding, by abundant W− birth
followed by a hard 2 PeV energy muon track, a hard, longer muon component of horizontal or
downward trough going events. This additional muon component (of PeVs Glashow resonance
origination) may play a role for the hardening of the external trough going muon spectra respect
to the same HESE muon spectra, just below or around a few PeV. Therefore, this component may
alleviate or even explain the HESE versus trough going spectra index discrepancy. Such tuned
resonant events at few PeVs may finally explain also the apparent cut of above ten PeV of hardest
trough-going muon tracks.
As we will show at the conclusions a more mundane (but a little more abundant) prompt
charmed atmospheric neutrino component may pollute and rule most of the ICECUBE UHE data,
explaining most of the present enlisted absences in ICECUBE, solving almost all the unexplained
puzzles. We review the last HESE event data shown in early and in the most recent papers (and
talks in Neutrino 2018), making the case for our simplest conclusions.
1.1 Double bang and tau airshower: the imprint of any neutrino Astronomy
We remark that a better filtered and guaranteed neutrino astronomy is required about PeVs
energies: the Tau double bang and in particular the Tau air-shower. Indeed, the tau flavor above
TeVs has negligible or none (oscillated atmospheric) polluted background; very few (5−10%) of
the highest atmospheric charmed events may contribute to the noise, possibly as much as the one
or two tau events observed by ICECUBE.
Astrophysical taus are possibly arising more filtered and noise-free at highest energies (PeVs),
ultimately overcoming also the atmospheric charmed noises: their tau tracks at hundred PeV edges
may overcome by their length the same hundred PeV muon tracks, making tau the dominant flavor
of the trough going track signals.
Therefore, through going tau even overcome the same muon trough going tracks around the
so called GZK cut off related to UHECR (Ultra High Energy Cosmic Ray) opacity in the cosmic
infrared microwave thermal background, as expected.
Wide underground horizontal disk array detectors are to be preferred because they are better
tuned to horizontal and upward longest tau double bang detection, muon and tau trough going
tracks in place of a more conventional deep vertical, cylindrical or cubic volume.
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Tau neutrino astronomy may be even better derived by filtered signal of up-going-horizontal
tau air-showers [8] (often called, in a somehow misleading way, Earth skimming neutrino). They
are tau neutrino first interacting in the terrestrial rock within a mountain chain or inside the Earth
crust [9], and later, by their tau upward escape outside in air and by their decay in flight, decaying
and expand the signal in a wide and amplified air-shower. Because of the up-going geometry these
events are better observable from mountains, balloons or from the space, recorded at several dozens
or hundreds kilometer distance from the tau exit and decay in air. The best detection way might be
within a large size array detectors, as Pierre Auger PAO observatory, Telescope Array fluorescence
telescopes, or by MAGIC telescope, Ashra facing the Earth or the horizon, or future GRAND and
satellite POEMMA, Jem Euso, or by balloon ANITA detectors in space.
More exciting tau airshower signals may be also obtained, as a by product trace, while record-
ing the muon tomography from top volcan edges: for instance the recent Etna MEV project might
be catching the Etna muon shadows, while sitting on the top Etna mouth high altitude, but also
some rare horizontal upward air-shower: this shower may reach from the opposite side of the
volcan, coming from the far horizon originated by a rare PeVs-EeV tau neutrino signals, a tau
airshower skimming the Earth and decaying in flight several, tens or hundreds kilometer away.
In conclusion we claim that UHE neutrino ICECUBE events at hundred TeV are probably still
sunk in a very polluted, mostly prompt, atmospheric neutrino noise. Most of the astrophysical
neutrino signals are still hidden below the ashes of these new prompt atmospheric noise. The
rare (two) downward muon HESE tracks above hundred TeV, within a huge noisy trough going
downward muon rain, are probably the unique legacy of this rare astrophysical component, possibly
hidden also within one or two rarest tau signals.
Final confirmations may rise in the ICECUBE data by disentangling technique [10]. These
proposed detection are using tiny secondaries echos in showers related to muons (few microsecond
later the first shower) or weaker and later neutron components decays. These new (delicate) ap-
proach might be able to better count νe versus ντ cascade shower in more detail. More statistics on
upward versus downward muon tracks may much easely confirm or discharge our claim. Also next
upgoing or horizontal tau air-shower detectors and their rate versus ICECUBE ones might offer a
final probe of astrophysical or prompt atmospheric nature of the ICECUBE 103 events.
1.2 Open questions in ICECUBE data
Since November 2013 the sudden change of Ultra High Energy (UHE) neutrino flavor (ICECUBE
HESE) was discovered by ICECUBE; its revolution has been discussed [11, 12] in the framework
of the long-awaited birth of a UHEν astronomy [12–17]. Indeed, up to TeV energy, the UHEν are
following the expected spectra of atmospheric ν secondaries for which is found a flux ratio of νµ
(ν¯µ ) over νe (ν¯e) of φνµ : φνe ≈ 20 : 1.
To be more precise the shower rate is (at TeV energy) mostly originated by the same atmospheric
muon neutrino Neutral Current (NC) interactions, at a rate of φνNC : φνµ ≈ 1 : 3.
Suddenly, at few tens TeVs, the flavor revolution kicks in: for all the 103 last events, three
times more shower or cascade events, (for astrophysical interpretation started by νe, or by ντ or by
NC events) have been shown with respect to muon tracks events in ICECUBE:
(φνe +φντ +φNC : φ
tracks
νµ )≈ 77 : 26;
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see also Fig. 4, Fig. 5 for all the upward and downward tracks versus shower in each neutrino sky
(up and down). It is already remarkable, as we shall discuss later, that this ratio is quite different
for all the upward HESE events:
(φνe +φντ +φNC : φ
tracks
νµ )≈ 29 : 13≈ 2.23 : 1.
In particular the ratio shower over tracks is smaller, almost comparable for hardest > 90 TeV
upward events as follows:
φ tracksνµ : (φνe +φντ +φNC) = 10 : 6≈ 1.66 : 1.
We note and underline that this ratio is exactly the one that one would expect for atmospheric
charmed flavor (made by equal ratio of one electron and one muon flavor as well as by 0.66 Neutral
Current contribute by both of them, νµ ,νe flavors). Note also that for hardest > 90 TeV downward
HESE events the same ratio it is radically opposite:
(φνe +φντ +φNC : φ
tracks
νµ ) = 24 : 2≈ 12 : 1;
we explain it by the severe veto of all downward trough going muon coming with a HESE muon
companion event aligned, as, (we believe), it occur for the present charmed dominant noise.
Moreover, since 2015 ICECUBE declared its ability to reveal double shower by tau at highest
(> 200) TeV energies. Among the highest ten events above 200 TeV energy, no tau double cascades
was detected since 2013. Indeed, above 200 TeV neutrino energy the so-called double chain of
events, producing first an hadronic shower (ντ + N) and then, because a consequent relativistic
τ track, a forward decay (at ten meters or more distance) in a second shower (the double bang
mechanism) [18], was in principle observable. However, the double bang is experimentally still
undetected in 2013 nor in 2015 [19], neither it was in more recent analysis [20]. In 2018 some
presentations were realesed in Neutrino 2018 conference. In point of fact, at least a 10 of such
events above 200 TeV were not revealing any τ . Most of us agree that in principle the νµ and νe
usually are extremely polluted by atmospheric noises (at least up to 100 TeV energy), while ντ (and
ν¯τ ) are among the unique, and almost beyond-doubt, probe of an extraterrestrial and astrophysical
signal being suppressed in atmosphere charmed signals. Therefore, we faced the urgent question:
why tau neutrino has not been clearly detected [21], or better to say to day why is it so rare? In the
same frame we wonder on the additional question: why highest energetic (> 90) TeV downward
muon tracks are also almost absent? Astrophysical neutrino seem to be unable to solve the puzzle.
A prompt charmed atmospheric neutrino dominance in present ICECUBE data seems instead to
explain at best these and the additional pending puzzling questions.
1.3 The article structure
The article is structured as follows: in the present introduction (1) we are considering in 1.1 the
double bang and tau airshower: the imprint of any neutrino Astronomy; therefore, in 1.2, the open
question in ICECUBE data. In present subsection, we are offering the article structure view, 1.3.
In the next section we dealt with: 2. the missing evidences for a definitive UHE astronomy; this
section reminds the first 54 HESE event Fig 1. In subsection 2.1 we remind the effective area and
volume in each neutrino flavor detection, with the area and volume detection as shown in Fig 2,3.
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Within the same section, we added the first comparison in a subsection: the 82 versus the 54 and
103 catalogue of events in ICECUBE.
In next section 2 we remind the missing element in the desired ν astronomy, showing earliest
data of 54 events in Fig 1. Therefore, we remind the ICECUBE effective neutrino detection area
and volumes: section 2.1. We have shown both in Fig.2 and Fig.3. Therefore, we considered the
recent 82 HESE event set versus the 54 one, section 2.2.
In the following section 3 we mention the remarkable asymmetry between downward and up
going muon HESE tracks. Therefore, we consider the UHE neutrino astronomy versus the atmo-
spheric charmed noise: 3.1. This section reports the last HESE event energy-arrival distribution
map in Fig.5. The following subsection, upward HESE muons versus rare downward ones, offers
the details and labels the events also at lower energies (see Fig. 6). It is shown also the equatorial
82 HESE events and the 103 event in Figs. 7,8. Their overlapping exhibits the dramatic exclusion
of several old events, the angular deviation for most powerful shower events in Fig. 9. In particular
the most powerful energetic event (2 PeV, the n. 35, called Big Bird) and few others have been
moved in the map even at more than 30 degrees far away.
In the next section 4, we remind the early and recent expected and observed tau double bang
events. We underline the relevant changes in the ICECUBE sample (by displaced events) above 200
TeV (see subsection 4.1) as well as the expected tau neutrino signal for the astrophysical HESE
neutrinos in different assumptions. In 4.2, the expected astrophysical tau neutrino presence in 54
or 103 HESE sample. Indeed, as shown in the following subsection 4.3, the new two tau signals
in UHE 103 ICECUBE, we report what is known on the last unique two tau candidates. They are
shown in the Figs. 10,11. In particular in subsection 4.4 we discuss the weighted tau detection
efficiency in ICECUBE; indeed, we compare the most recent ICECUBE foreseen tau rate versus
energy and time integral. See Fig. 12. These efficiency curves are in an unprobable frame respect
the tau events in the HESE of 103 events as in Fig. 6. This is an independent (for the moment weak)
confirmation of the tau paucity in ICECUBE data, favoring a charmed nature of most HESE events.
The Muon asymmetry contains the main hint for the charmed nature of most ICECUBE events.
Indeed, in the conclusions, 5, we summarize the role of charmed atmospheric neutrinos in
solving the muon track asymmetry and the puzzling of extreme energy ranges in the tau detection.
In the final appendix 6, we also remind and better argument, of the exponent spectra in tension
between HESE events and trough going muon tracks. As we mentioned a Glashow resonance
production outside the ICECUBE might be able to pollute and feed the hardest muon tracks leading
to an apparent hardening of their spectra respect inner HESE ones. This is shown in Fig. 13.
In appendix 6.1 we remind the role of tau double bang in ICECUBE, made by a rare (one over
ten) Glashow resonant decay into the tau channel; the paucity of such resonances because a softer
atmospheric charmed origination add arguments for a charmed nature of ICECUBE events. We
conclude that near future larger statistics on down-up tracks, double bangs, present and future Tau
Airshower experiments may soon clarify this delicate neutrino astronomy dilemma.
Several additional appendix, 6, are considering different aspects: first the average ICECUBE
HESE flavor versus the track trough going ones, as in Fig. 13; more recent flavor HESE maps flavor
hint a twin electron and muon flavors as the prompt charmed case, see Figs. 14, 15. In Fig. 14 we
remind the same ICECUBE authors were foreseen (2107) a rate of observable tau almost coinci-
dent with our earliest one (8 event in nine years), a rate now somehow declined by the suppression
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curve in Fig. 12. We also remind a more recent flavor map is still favoring a pure charmed neutrino
imprint. In the appendix 6.2 we discuss the Glashow double tau bang and the additional Glashow
muon tracks outside the ICECUBE, feeding the trough going signals. These double bang is origi-
nated by a radiative correction channel as described by Fig. 16 and by the Feymann diagramm in
Fig. 17. Finally in Fig. 18 and in appendix 6.3 we remind the charmed neutrinos flux and their tau
minor presence (respect to astrophysical ones) in atmospheric fluxes.
2. Missing evidences for a definitive UHE ν astronomy
Let us recall the old (2015-2016, [1, 2]), recent (2017 [3, 4]) and last (2018, [5, 6]) ICECUBE
data set with 54, 82 and 103 events reported in the figure 1, 4 and 5. We can notice how two events,
marked with the label 3 and 4 in the figures 1, 4, have been moved between the first two dataset
issues to a lower energy, below the 200 TeVs threshold, being de facto excluded from the hard
detectable group. Therefore, even in the recent and enlarged sample of 82 events, only 8 HESE
above 200 TeV might be considered in ICECUBE for the tau discover. The dashed blue line of
Fig. 4 divides the sample between up-going and downward events (respectively above and below
the line): that is our muon horizon.
In detail, we consider the horizon such that most of the energetic atmospheric muons will be
absorbed: this occurs once the Earth depth for downward muon is longer than nearly 20 kilometers
of rock. Because ICECUBE is at 2 kilometer below the Earth, all the arrival atmospheric muon
tracks below nearly 5o (above the horizon, the dashed line), are absorbed. That main horizon is the
considered one marked by a dashed line in Fig. 4-6. However, it should be kept in mind that even
at a less inclined angles (< 30o or a little below the dashed horizontal line) for several downward
arrival directions, there is still a non negligible possibility for a hard prompt muon to be absorbed
within the 5− 10 km diagonal path, allowing to a collinear HESE prompt neutrino to survive the
ICECUBE veto: indeed, several of these downward events could be found in the 103 HESE sample.
A more horizontal or upward vertical direction (above the dashed blue line) guarantees that any
hard muon will be surely absorbed; therefore, horizontal or upward HESE muon tracks are, as
observed, more abundant than the downward ones. This because the Earth crust is opaque to the
most energetic muons after a length of 10-20 km. Along these few degree inclined downward-
horizontal Earth cords, there are enough slant depth to stop even the hardest muons. A lower
bound of 90 TeV was set in ICECUBE as threshold to consider the tau events originated by an
astrophysical neutrinos.
A similar threshold of 90 TeV was set in ICECUBE to separate the lower energy tau events
originated by classical atmospheric neutrinos from the higher energy ones to be considered origi-
nated by astrophysical neutrinos (but for us mostly) prompt one.
Surprisingly, the expansion of the HESE event sample in the 2015-2017 period did not increase
the number of candidate events for the tau neutrino abive 200 TeV, but instead reduced the number
of the hardest ones.
Moreover, what was initially surprising among these 54 events was the absence of a tau within
these 10 highest events, while three muon tracks arose even though the muon effective area (de-
clared by ICECUBE) was 3−10 times less probable of the tau one, see Fig. 2.
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Figure 1: Early 54 event data by ICECUBE (Fig. 3, [2]):in vertical, the arrival direction declination of the
HESE events in degrees, while in the horizontal axis, the deposited EM-equivalent energy released in the
ICECUBE detector. The energy spans from 20 TeV up to 3 PeV. Ten neutrino events with energy above
200 TeV are among these first set ones (number 8, 9 and 10 are called respectively Bert, Ennie and Big
Bird); they have been considered since ICRC 2015 by the ICECUBE collaboration for the tau discover. The
tau absence within the ten events above 200 TeV was already somehow puzzling. From 2014 until 2018 the
PeV events have never being declared as Tau double bang. Nevertheless the recent hardest tau candidate
(2018) was just the highest PeV energetic event, the so called Big Bird, marked with the label 10.
With elementary probability calculations it was possible to estimate that the νµ track had
a suppressed probability of about 1/11 to occur in the highest range (> 200 TeV), respect to a
shower one, made by tau or electron or neutral current event. The consequent binomial probability
to observe 3 tracks and 7 shower was quite unprobable (< 5%).
However, an updated sample of events arised with 82 candidates (2017, see Fig. 4) and just
with two muon tracks in the highest energy range. This change of data mitigated the above puzzle.
Let us remind the detection efficiency (suggested by ICECUBE) of each neutrino flavor via
effective area and volume reported in Figs. 2 and 3. Their values will influence the probability to
observe a τ in present and future UHE ICECUBE events. Their weight are applied in next sections
while estimating the tau probability to occur either from an astrophysical origin or from a prompt
atmospheric one.
2.1 The effective area and volume in each neutrino flavor detection
From the elementary estimate of the detection area and volumes in Fig. 2 , 3 one may derive
the consequent approximated rate of showers (made by electron, tau and Neutral Current, NC)
versus muon track one: Φshower :Φtracks ≥ 10 : 1.
Indeed, if one considers the downward HESE events this ratio seem to be occuring: Φtracks :
Φshower ≥ 2 : 24.
However, this result seems in quite disagreement with the observable total average tracks over
showers ratio: 26 : 73 that is nearly 1 : 3.
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Figure 2: The effective area estimated by ICE-
CUBE [19] for the tau (blue line) versus the
muon (red dotted curve) neutrino detection in
GeV energy scale. (ICRC2015). The blue solid
line for the τ and the red dotted line for the µ
show an amplified area for tau neutrino above
200 TeV exceeding a factor 4. Lines and arrows
were added to mark the points of interest for the
discussions in the text.
Figure 3: Figure from [22]: the Effective Tar-
get Mass vs Eν . As for Fig. 2 we may use the
effective ICECUBE volume mass for each neu-
trino flavor as a meter for the detection. At 100
TeV one may measure 45, 65, 120, 250 thou-
sands tons mass for νNC, νµCC, ντCC, νeCC re-
spectively. By these values we may better esti-
mate the probability to observe a τ event above
100 TeV.
Even worse, for energies above 90 TeV, the ratio of upward tracks to shower events is much
higher: 0.6 : 1, far larger than the above derived one: 0.08 : 1. We must consider the (noise free)
ratio, the upward one 0.6 : 1, as the true one. Downward events are polluted by huge muon cosmic
muon rain and veto filtered. Consequently, we imply that there is not a real area and volume
suppression for the muon neutrino detection as shown in the Fig. 2, 3. We believe that the muon
track up-down asymmetry occurs because of the wide presence of downward muon HESE neutrino
tracks with their narrow parallel muon (charmed) twin companion at hundreds TeV: all of them
are filtered by ICECUBE as being considered noise trough going downward atmospheric muons.
This explain the otherwise unexplained up-down track HESE asymmetry. Of course there is still
place for statistical fluctuations, but it seems quite an unprobable one (below one or two percent).
This also strongly suggests the presence of a ten fold atmospheric downward muon track charmed
signals that were excluded and hidden by the ICECUBE filtered detection.
In conclusion, we shall in general ignore the above effective area and volumes in Figs. 2,3;
we shall use here and later a realistic ratio Φshower :Φtracks = 2 : 1 as the observed, most probable,
at high energy (> 90 TeV) upward sky. If the charmed dominant nature, as we suggested, is real
then the ratio among tracks and showers must be almost coincident to: Φshower :Φtracks = 1.66 : 1.
2.2 The 82 catalog of events in ICECUBE
Let us now consider the more recent (2017) ICECUBE events. There are, truthfully, several
arguments to keep in mind before any claim of ν astronomy arising from the 54 HESE events (as
well as the most recent 82, see Fig. 4, or 103 events, see Fig. 5):
(i) There are no clear Galactic Plane signatures. All the deep gamma maps by Fermi (MeV-
Hundreds GeV) and even Hawc (TeV) telescope astronomy shows, among diffuse noises,
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Figure 4: On the vertical axis the arrival direction of the HESE events, more precisely sin(Declination),
while on the horizontal axis, the deposited EM-equivalent energy released in the ICECUBE detector in TeV.
The 82 HESE events that have been presented by ICECUBE in the Joint Annual Meeting of SPS and APS
2017, in slide 8 of [3] and ICRC 2017 in [4]. There are still the same ten neutrino event candidates for an
eventual tau discover above 200 TeV energy (as in the Fig. 1). After a new calibration the event positions
were modified and energy shifted leaving only 8 events. See the comments in the text.
both sharp rare extragalactic and several clear Galactic Plane signatures. Even isotropic
GRBs do share a secondary component, the so called Soft Gamma Repeaters, that are mostly
detected by lower flux and energies along our Galactic plane. At an energy below TeVs, at
tens GeV or below, the whole universe is still transparent to gamma. One of course may men-
tion the unique PeV ICECUBE shower event pointing approximatively to our Galactic Center
(GC) direction, but this same event has been replaced in the last 103 catalogue and displaced
in a different direction: see Fig.8. There are no additional clear galactic signals within the
54, 82, 103 events sets. Moreover, even the showers events among the last ICECUBE 103
event map has been radically displaced, as you can see in Fig. 8. There are additional tar-
gets in ICECUBE “astrophysical” claims that are missing. All and even the brightest Gamma
Ray Burst (GRB) are absent. Also their twin Soft Gamma Repeaters (SGR), that are mostly
galactic and present in a non negligible number in the gamma sky, are absent in ICECUBE
UHE neutrino traces.
(ii) The GRBs events are the most (apparent) brightest γ flashes and they were expected to be
in a correlated shining activity with highest neutrino energy (if these GRBs sources are of
hadronic and pion nature). Recently, we suggested for GRB a different scenario for their
sources: we suggest that they are made mostly by binary BH-NS collapse forming a gamma
jet, not fueled by hadrons jets but via electron pairs jets, see [23]. Indeed, the electromagnetic
beamed jet dominance may be so loud to hide a minor un-beamed neutrino component.
(iii) There are not at all (out of a rare recent possible connection) AGN-ν expected connections
at flare peak. There are several brightest persistent AGN flaring gamma TeV sources with
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no apparent correlation with these 54, 82 and 103 ICECUBE events, as the most famous
Mrk 421, Mrk 501, 3C 454.
(iv) There is a puzzling disagreement in power spectra among HESE events ∼ E−2.8, somehow
overlapping on he same cosmic ray spectra, and the through-going ones (∼ E−2.1). As-
trophysical flavors should be well mixed (by oscillation) and they cannot have in principle
different spectra for HESE and troughgoing muons.
(v) There is no much self clustering in the most recent ICECUBE records suggesting a much
lower flux of sources with respect to the observed UHE neutrino event rate. Muon tracks by
UHE neutrino are quite collimated signals, contrary to the cascade ones. There are, indeed,
some weak correlation [14], that might point to a few galactic sources, but at least a more
narrow clustering would favour a more sharp astronomy. In most recent search for clustering
by ICECUBE no granularity was found (see [24]);
(vi) The 3 years of ICECUBE record (2013-2015) has been almost doubled (ICRC 2017 for 82
events, Neutrino 2018, for 103 events); additional volumes and improved techniques did
double or triple the event candidates to a tau appearance, as discussed later. The ντ (ν¯τ ) ab-
sence, or at best negligible presence, offers just a main escape door: HESE events are mostly
atmospheric prompt (charmed) events that are made by νe, ν¯e, νµ , ν¯µ in equal rate, with a
rare (5%) tau charmed component [25].
Their spectra therefore must be, by definition, a soft one almost a photocopy of the Cosmic
Rays one (∼E−2.6−E−2.8), as indeed they partially showed, with a possible additional softer
knee able to hide the prominent Glashow resonant signal.
The same Cosmic ray knee at hundreds PeVs, whose particle composition is turning from
heavy to lightest proton, may be the source of (most model) underestimation of the atmo-
spheric charmed neutrino signals. The prompt neutrino asymmetric flavor spectra (φνµ : φνe :
φντ = 1 : 1 :
1
20 ) is disfavoring or suppressing the tau flavor, as it has been probably observed
by just one or two ICECUBE events; on the contrary any expected astrophysical democracy
(because of the complete mixing) of φνµ : φνe : φντ = 1 : 1 : 1, is requiring a large sample of
tau signals (most probably at 9-12 event rate above 90 TeV). As we mentioned, a recent pre-
sentation by ICECUBE (2018) suggested a lower (0.2) detection efficiency, able in principle,
to compensate (toward a smaller 2.8 event rate) the ICECUBE tau events. Anyway we do not
agree with this apparent solution for other reasons, see 4.4 and Fig. 12.
3. Downward muon track paucity: an atmospheric charmed signature
The prompt charmed neutrinos are born (after charmed meson or baryon) at once in pairs: both
the νe and its lepton e as well as the νµ and its companion µ . Naturally they are both family of mat-
ter and antimatter at same ratio. The UHE electron is stopped and showers in the top atmosphere,
while its νe may rarely interact forming a downward or an upward shower or cascade in ICECUBE.
However, the charmed νµ and its prompt companion µ , run almost parallel at hundred TeV
within tens centimeters, and suffer of a necessary ICECUBE veto in the downward case. Too many
12
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Figure 5: The last (June 2018) 103 HESE data set [5, 6] As before, on the vertical axis the HESE events ar-
rival direction, in sin(Declination), while on the horizontal one the deposited EM-equivalent energy released
in the ICECUBE detector. The dashed red line divides the sample between up-going events (the upward
above horizontal line) and the downward events. The energy threshold of 90 TeV has been considered to
separate the astrophysical neutrinos (for us mostly charmed prompt) from the classical atmospheric ones.
See the discussion in the text.
noisy downward atmospheric muons may mimic such events. Indeed, these twin events – a trough-
going muons with an internal born parallel µ HESE event – must be mostly veto by ICECUBE
because the HESE muon birth nearby a parallel muon track may be considered as a catastrophic
muon bremsstrahlung behavior of the same muon and may be ignored or discarded. This procedure
may explain their (muon neutrino tracks) impressive paucity respect the upward cases of HESE
muon tracks. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4 for the 2017 data on 82 events, after an easy inspection
one may notice that for the up-ward events above 90 TeV it is possible to count 6 showers and 5
tracks. On the contrary for down-ward event sample one shows that the shower events are 20 while
there is is just one single track. Assuming an average ratio of showers versus track as 2 : 1, to be
consistent with the average upward signals, the probability that the latter may occur is nearly :
0.21%. (3.1)
This asymmetry strongly hints that most of the inner HESE muon track are hidden within their
parallel prompt companion muon signal, a collinear track made by a common charmed event in
atmosphere. These charmed tracks with nearby parasite downward through-going muon have been
veto by ICECUBE leading to such an un-probable downward paucity track result.
Moreover, in the last data report of 103 events shown in Fig.5, the situation has not been
changed but is even reconfirmed and reinforced. Above 90 TeV among the upward events the
number of showers and tracks is comparable, being respectively 10 and 6; for the downward events
in the same energy range instead, the showers are 24 and the tracks just two. Note that the upward
track signals from a prompt event do not emerge with a muon companion already absorbed by
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Figure 6: The last (June 2018) 103 HESE data set [5, 6] As before, on the vertical axis the HESE events ar-
rival direction, in sin(Declination), while on the horizontal one the deposited EM-equivalent energy released
in the ICECUBE detector. The energy lower bound threshold has been reduced to 100 TeV, see dotted line
(or even at 90 TeV as in the colored areas); the candidate events to inspect are 27 above 100 TeV and 9 above
200 TeV, for a total of 36 events. Adding the events in the range 90-100 TeV the total number of events rises
to 42. Among them we may observe 34 shower that might be made not only by an electron neutrinos and
neutral current, but also by tau neutrinos. On the extreme sides of the dectection range: the highest energetic
shower at 2 PeV and a weak event at 89 TeV are the two Tau shower candidates of ICECUBE.
Earth. Meanwhile the downward track, with eventual charmed through-going collinear muon,
should undergo below the trigger selection ICECUBE veto being their track at highest energy almost
overlapping with the companion one.
Let us assume as above a theoretical frame, inspired by the almost paritetic upward HESE
track and shower events that the muon to shower ratio is again 1 : 2. The probability to observe so
a few downward muons (above 90 TeV energy) within the 103 candidate sample (2018) is:
0.214%. (3.2)
Such a small probability, to observe so few downward HESE muon tracks, strongly suggests
that the charmed events, in our opinion the dominant component of the high ICECUBE detected
signals, have been suffered the veto by ICECUBE triggers, just leading to such an unlikely sup-
pression. Therefore, the charmed signals may be, we believe, the majority, probably ≥ 90% of the
ICECUBE signals.
3.1 UHE ν astronomy or charmed noises in the 103 ICECUBE events?
Let us consider the last 103 HESE ICECUBE data set [5,6] of June 2018. As you can see in the
Fig. 5 some, four, neutrino events above 200 TeV have been shifted in energy by a new calibration
and their number is reduced to just 6 old (black) events; in addition there are three new (red) events.
Therefore, the new sample above 200 TeV contains nine candidates.
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Figure 7: The recent 83 ICECUBE HESE events
map in equatorial coordinate [26], as well as the
main through going muons presented in recent
Neutrino 2018 Conference.
Figure 8: The most recent 103 ICECUBE HESE
events map in equatorial coordinate, presented in
the Neutrino 2018 conference [5, 6]. Energy and
coordinates have been changed. A simple over-
lapping with previous map shows a radical dis-
placement for most (shower) arrival directions.
Indeed, if we see in the first figure 1 two events have been marginally moved to lower energies:
event n.2, 3, 4 and n. 5 are recalibrate (or even fade away) to lower energy, excluding them from
the hard group, above 200 TeV. Therefore, surprisingly, almost doubling the events (54-103), the
hard component of the sample is reduced by 10% However, the recent ICECUBE detection system
improvement moves the detection energy threshold from 200 to 100 TeV, increasing the sources
from 9 to 36 (27+9). For a threshold of 90 TeV, sometimes used to separate astrophysical from
atmospheric signals, the total events are even larger: 42. Therefore, there is more hope to reveal a
tau signals among these larger group.
Let us now inspect more in detail the recent candidates of highest 103 UHE neutrinos. As the
ICECUBE authors informed us, there have been a radical re-calibration in the data events both in
energy and in their arrival direction (see figures 6, 7 ,8 and their overlapping in figures 9). Several
earlier recorded events have been totally excluded (namely number 5, 6, 42, 53, 61, 63, 60 and 73)
and most shower signals did find a very different location in the map. A simple overlapping of the
82 and 103 event maps (see figures 7 and 8) exhibits these abundant displacements. One for all, the
PeV event (number 14) originally pointing toward the Galactic Center has been moved more than
20 degrees. The main tau double bang recently claimed, possibly at 2 PeV as the Big Bird one, is
marked with n. 35: its final location has been displaced by nearly 30 degrees, as it is shown and
encircled in Fig. 9.
The most positive news is the ability to discover the first two double bang or pulse, most
likely the necessary imprint of the astrophysical tau flavor presence. In consequence of the last
103 map radical changes, we may exclude that showers might trace the astronomical direction of
the sources in the sky: first because of their spreading; secondly because of these events which
seem very unstable or undeterminable in ICECUBE observatory. Therefore, only 25% of HESE
events, the muon tracks, or better the wider external trough-going muons, may offer a solid base
for ν astronomy. Before to comment these tau events, let us enlist the main behavior of the last 103
events.
3.2 Upward HESE muons versus rare downward ones
As shown in Fig. 4, we must consider the asymmetry in the frequency of the HESE trace signal
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Figure 9: The recent 83 ICECUBE HESE events map in equatorial coordinate [26], overlaps the main
through going muons presented in the Neutrino 2018 Conference. Few remarkable event source displace-
ments, between old (2017) and new (2018) are shown. In particular one of the brightest event pointing the
galactic center, GC, (n.14) has been calibrated elsewhere nearly 20 degrees far away from its original GC
direction. The largest energy event, the 2 PeV one know as Big Bird and marked as n. 35, is (very probably,
see Fig.10, 11) the main tau candidate event; it has been re-calibrated and displaced on the new map by
nearly 30 degree. This direction signal, if a tau event, may be one of astrophysical relevance.
(also with respect to the corresponding shower events) both up-going and downward.
The difference suggests a large presence of downward HESE muon tracks possibly excluded
by ICECUBE veto because in arrival with their external charmed muon companion. Downward
muon track are absent because the ICECUBE trigger veto caused by their twin downward presence.
Such a solution for such a puzzling asymmetry simply favors the atmospheric charmed interpreta-
tion for most of the HESE events.
We should now discuss the ICECUBE events in the frame of the earlier 54 and 83 maps as
well as the last 103 events disclosed in the recent Neutrino 2018 conference. This overlapping is
surprising. Let us underline again the radical event map displacement as observable in following
figure 7 where both 83 HESE events and several dozens of through going muons are shown and
in the following figure 8 where only the last 103 HESE considered events are shown. By the
comparision in figure 9 one realizes that most shower events are no longer pointing where they
were before. The displacement may overcome angles of 30 degrees. These radical coordinates
variations for the shower events may undermine any best faith on a possible astronomy based on
the ICECUBE showers.
4. Tau detection double bang: early expected rate versus the observed ones
The present τ search in ICECUBE has been improved by three factors: the longer data ac-
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quisition period (7.5 years versus 3 years); the enlarged ICECUBE area and volume; the lowering
of the energy threshold from 200 TeV to 100 TeV, offering a larger number of UHE HESE neu-
trino events. Indeed, a new method for astrophysical tau neutrino search in the waveforms is being
implemented by ICECUBE leading to a lower detection energy threshold of about 100 TeV. The
doubling of the data (54 to 103) implies that if for 914 days (three years) there have been recorded
nearly ten events above 200 TeV (see figure 1) in 6 or 7.5 years it should be expected to have a
double number of candidates. Amazing to say: this was not the case. The candidates were no
longer 10 but just 9. Moreover, the detection efficiency has been more recently reduced by a curve
shown in figures 12.
4.1 A first surprise: doubled HESE sample 54-103 but fewer events above 200 TeV
As shown by the figures the ICECUBE energy spectra of the events did changed along the early
(54) and late (82-103) data collections. In particular the events above 200 TeV had been slightly
moved in a way that reduced the earliest 10-events sample of candidates (above 200 TeV) to 8-
events and later on to a final set of the 6 old events with an additional three new events. Therefore,
the events doubled (54 to 103) but their hardest candidates did reduced (from 10 to 9): this became
possible by the sudden growth of the number of lower energy neutrino implying a quite softer
(γ =−2.6,−2.8) spectra for the HESE events respect to an earlier favorite (γ =−2.2) hard spectra
index. Through going neutrinos exhibit such a hard spectra.
4.2 Expected astrophysical tau neutrino presence in the 54 or the 103 events sample
Let us try to imagine the eventual origin of an hadronic astrophysical neutrino: if it has been
originated by any common pion pi± or kaon K± decay, first into µ± and later on by muon decay;
we would expect as a first approximation an astrophysical neutrino with no neutrino tau flavor
Φνe :Φνµ :Φντ = 1 : 2 : 0. Or, a normalized to unity flux: Φνe :Φνµ :Φντ =
1
3 :
2
3 : 0. However, the
well known neutrino oscillation and mixing for astrophysical distances and their final de-coherence
will lead to an almost complete average democratic rate Φνe :Φνµ :Φντ = 1 : 1 : 1 or in normalized
rate:
Φνe :Φνµ :Φντ =
1
3
:
1
3
:
1
3
.
The result is nearly the same for prompt (astrophysical) neutrino sources, whose later on-
flight oscillations and mixing will normalize in a nearly democratic final rate. But not for prompt
atmospheric neutrinos that has no time and distances to oscillate and mix. The consequence is the
follow: if ICECUBE neutrinos are all astrophysical as the highest ones at 200 TeV and above should
be, than the expectance of the tau presence or absence is given by simple binomial distribution: in
particular assuming an astrophysical neutrino where there is an equal probability to observe an
electron, a tau or a muon or their Neutral Current at equal 14 rate,
Φνe :Φνµ :Φντ :ΦνNC =
1
4
:
1
4
:
1
4
:
1
4
;
therefore, the probability PNo−τ not to observe any tau neutrino within N trials is simply
PNo−τ =
(
3
4
)N
. (4.1)
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The consequent absence in the earliest 914 days ICECUBE old data (see figure 1) of any tau
signal among 9 or 10 events was respectively only:
PNo−τ(9) =
(
3
4
)9
= 7.5%, PNo−τ(10) =
(
3
4
)10
= 5.6%. (4.2)
These old (up to the year 2017) probabilities were already telling us that the eventual tau
absence, even within only the earliest 54 events, was already in tension with the astrophysical
interpretation. The later (2018) sample of 103 events is showing only two tracks and seven showers
above 200 TeV. But above 90 TeV there are 34 showers additional candidates. Including the
proposed new efficiency curve, that we can replace for convenience with an average value of 0.2,
we arrive to a more plausible probability to observe just 2 τ or less event. Let us assume for the
electron, the tau and the NC channels a relative ratio of: 1 : 0.2 : 23 and the probability to observe 2
or less tau for the 34 observed showers is:
P2−τ(34) =
(
1.6666
1.8666
)32
·
(
0.2
1.8666
)2
·33 ·17 = 17.1%, (4.3)
This optimistic solution seems anyway puzzling as discussed in next session and in figure 14.
Indeed, the detection efficiency is not equal for all the energies. At 89 TeV, where we found the
first candidate, the tau detection is noise polluted by a large factor. The highest event at 2 PeV is
not so well tuned to be the unique event. There may be no real published tau event, yet. In that
case, even with an ideal average efficiency suppression factor of 0.2, the probability to be absent is
as low as:
P0−τ(34) =
(
1.6666
1.8666
)34
= 2.1%, (4.4)
4.3 The new two tau signals in UHE 103 ICECUBE events
The very recent discover of two tau double bang or pulse events are summarized in Figs. 11 and
10. Their expected (by ICECUBE, see [7]) detection is shown in figures 12. The first and brightest
event (even if not declared in any way or conference) should be presumed to be the brightest 2
PeV event (Big Bird), that has been re-calibrated. The meaning of the first event is questionable
because the second bang energy is less than the first bang one, while in general one would expect
four times more energy in the second (tau decay) shower. The second event is much more realistic
and it looks like a true tau candidate. The second bang is larger than the first one, as expected.
However, the very good news is that the energy release was just 89 TeV, below the same 100 TeV
threshold earlier considered by ICECUBE. This may enlarge the tau candidate event not just to the
36 above 100 TeV, but almost up to 42 events above 90 TeV. Anyway we may consider that at least
one tau could be in ICECUBE records.
As we shall show, in some sense, in order to save the astrophysical interpretation, these single
or twice tau are too little, too unprobable and too late (in a wider sample) to satisfy our need of
verification of the astrophysical tau abundance that (within 34 showers) requires several tau double
bangs. A better filtered neutrino astronomy may be based just on the best high energy Tau neutrino
signals that are abundant in astrophysics because of the mixing: the upward and horizontal tau
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Figure 10: Among the most recent presentations (see [6, 27]) in the Neutrino 2018 Conference, the two
candidate tau events have been displayed, but not declared in their identity: a first (probably the older, most
bright 2 PeV) event that has been re-calibrates as a possible double bang. We believe it is the highest energy
event called Big Bird. The second, a much better tau candidate, is with a total released energy of only 89
TeV, even below the claimed 100 TeV threshold. It is very probably one of the oldest six showers with
energy in the range 90-100 TeV. By its arrival direction of nearly 45o one may focus its identity within that
small group of two events in Fig. 6. Note that the brightest and most energetic event \1, at 2 PeV has not the
expected negative energy difference. The decay distance is not 100 meter but just dozen meters. The second
tau candidate, event \2, is well tuned on the energy, but lays in a mostly polluted by noise region several
times greater than expected signal. See Fig.12 and its caption.
airshowers. These UHE tau neutrinos at PeVs-EeV energies born inside the Earth (or mountain
walls) and their tau may decay in flight leading to wide, loud and spread airshowers; somehow an
amplified tau neutrino astronomy [8, 9, 28].
Figure 11: Among the most recent presentations (see [6, 27]) in the Neutrino 2018 Conference, the total
deposited energy [TeV] vs the cascade length [m] for the two candidate tau events: a first (probably old 2
PeV) event that has been re-calibrates as a possible double bang. We believe it is the highest Big Bird event.
The second better tau candidate is within a total released energy of only 89 TeV, even below the 100 TeV
threshold. It is very probably one of the older six showers within 90 and 100 TeV energy.
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4.4 Weighted tau detection efficiency in ICECUBE
As the article has been submitted a careful and anonymous referee kindly let us know about
the ICECUBE effective detection ability of tau double bang. The function is summarized in the
Fig. 12. The red curve describes the foreseen noise while the green one shows the detection ability
function. Its complexity may be simplified in our present discussion. We can individuate an effec-
tive detection range of energies with a lower bound of around 100 TeV, as proposed by ICECUBE,
and an upper bound at 2 PeV, the energy of the most energetic event till now recorded (dashed
area in Fig. 12). The two tau events are at the extreme highest and lowest energy thresholds: just
below the lower one at 89 TeV the first one, and at 2 PeV (Big Bird) the other one. See also the
corresponding red encircled event shown in Fig. 6.
The very questionable nature of both events lays in the following facts:
• The highest event (Big Bird) has been discovered on 2014: the disentangling of its tau nature
took four years.
• The detection probability of the weakest event is about 6 ·10−3; it is to be put in comparison
with the remaining 21 showers in the 100-200 TeV region at a much higher probability rate
1− 2 · 10−2: assuming an average 1.5 · 10−2 for all these medium energetic events (green
rectangular windows) within 100-200 TeV we find the total probability to find a tau in these
range of energies respect the observed one at 89 TeV, is nearly 50 times.
We may say that the probability to occur in the weakest energy is around 2% respect to the
green area. Moreover, the following energy windows above 200 TeV up to 1 PeV contains 8 shower
events that might be much more probable to be observed (3−4 ·10−2), let say on average 3.5 ·10−2.
All together the probability to occur for all the 8 events in place of the weakest observed event is
nearly 46 times. In conclusion, the whole probability to observe such a weak and extremely noisy
(see the dominant red curve) event as a tau one is nearly or below 1%. The weighted probability
for the highest 2 PeV event, 2 ·10−2, to occur (respect to all the other events in the colored window
combined to 59 ·10−2 ) is also a small, but not negligible, around 3%.
All the above arguments, with the necessary caution because of the absence of final detailed
published articles and data, seem to confirm that the tau presence in ICECUBE is still dubious or
questionable.
5. Conclusions
The main message of present article is the following: there are already many hints and strong
statistical signals that the ICECUBE events should or might be mainly polluted by atmospheric
charmed neutrinos and very marginally be astrophysical ones. The polluted charmed atmospheric
events are at a rate barely above the foreseen ones [25]. The charmed role of neutrino (at tens TeV
up to PeVs) has been underestimated maybe because the sudden cosmic ray change of composition
from heavier (PeV) to lightest nuclei or nucleon (at tens- hundred PeV energy) in cosmic rays.
The downward-upward asymmetry in HESE events above 90 TeV is very clear: the shower rate
is almost symmetric (24 downward) versus a few, but filtered three-four times by Earth opacity:
10 · (3−4) = (30−40) upward events. The asymmetry and paucity of downward muon tracks (2)
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Figure 12: The ICECUBE expected event rate of Tau neutrino as a function of the energy for signals (green
curve) and noises (red curve). Note that the lowest energy tau event, tag by a thin dashed red rectangular,
at 89 TeV, is the most un-probable signal. Note also that the highest Tau event at 2 PeV it was revealed on
2014. It took four year to identify it as a double bang. Incidentally a 2 PeV tau wound track mainly about
100 meters, while the double signal observed is five times smaller, it is just at 16 meter of separation. In
(opposite) analogy a lowest 89 TeV signal would track mostly around 4.5 meters, while the observed double
bang for the weakest event is this time four times longer, around 17 meters. The most surprising signature,
statistically more unexpected is the location of both of the event in worst and most un-probable curve regions.
The colored rectangular areas (on the left, the most crowded one, on the right, the most probable one) are
surprisingly empty of tau events. See the discussion in the text.
versus upward ones (6 events that, because of the Earth opacity do correspond to 18-24 events) by
itself favors the same interpretation: the charmed downward muons collinear with the downward
HESE muon are being veto and cancelled. Isolated astrophysical muon neutrinos would not being
suppressed and would not be so few, but as many as a dozen. Future detection of the Glashow
role and its channel decay in lepton tau and muon tracks (see Appendix A.1 and A.2 ) must be
more thoroughly reconsidered. In an atmospheric charmed soft spectra, these Glashow resonance
are rare and consistent with their apparent paucity. The tau neutrino absence or paucity, their
unprobable and extreme energy range (2PeV- 89 TeV) are also very puzzling and unprobable. We
believe that ICECUBE had mainly discovered the charm nature of highest Cosmic Ray spectra.
More attention will be deserved by future muon down tracks rate, the horizontal and upward tau
airshowers techniques as a final probe for a definitive neutrino astronomy.
A. Appendix: The Neutrino Flavor hint
The HESE spectra has a disagreement with the trough going events. Also the expected tau rate
(by ICECUBE) has been ignored in recent models.
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Figure 13: The most recent HESE and tracks spectra: the disagreement that is growing with time, cannot be
solved by an unrealistic two neutrino flavor behavior because the cosmic source distribution cannot combine
such a knee in the flavor Neutrino spectra at its early stages.
A.1 The Glashow tau double bang
The Glashow resonant channel made by an energetic 6.3 PeV ν¯e hitting an electron at rest leads
to an amplified W− boson resonance event in ICECUBE. Such origination may be due to either an
Figure 14: Elaboration of Fig. 4 from [29]. A recent article based on 2017 record by ICECUBE has been
favoring not the common flavor ratio 1:1:1 but a flavor combination tuned with the charmed case: φνµ =φνe .
The blue ring on the top shows the muon atmospheric dominated role with a tiny 5% component
of the electron ones. The presence of a small tau component also at 5% ratio, occurs even for
the atmospheric charmed neutrino component, as for the case of one or two tau labeled by a red
ring that is well correlated with the white cross of the observed data. It should be noted also the
expected tau event rate of 2.83 event every three years is well comparable with the expected 9
events discussed in our article for the whole 2011-2019 period.
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Figure 15: A recent article [6] based on 2018 record by ICECUBE has been favoring not the common flavor
ratio 1:1:1 but a flavor combination tuned with the charmed case: φνe ,φνµ , φντ = (0.35,0.45,0.2). The blue
ring on the top shows the muon atmospheric dominated role with a tiny 5% component of the electron ones.
The presence of a small tau component also at 5% ratio, occurs even for the atmospheric charmed neutrino
component. Therefore, also with present interpretation, the charmed explanation may better fit the data.
atmospheric prompt or to an astrophysical anti neutrino electron. A hard astrophysical neutrino
spectra (−2) will provide more events like these, while a softer(−2.8) prompt atmospheric signal
will produce less observable resonances. Most of the W− boson decay will produce a shower,
because the 67.41% of the W− boson decays are hadrons, while 10.71% are electron decay (see
PDG [30]). Both of them produce huge spherical showers in ICECUBE. However, in the W− boson
resonance lepton decay channels, there are also 10.6% muon and 11.38% tau flavor decays. Both
of them play a role.
Here we remind that the tau lepton has a first large fraction of the decay energy, meaning an
average tau energy of 2 PeV and a characteristic survival length of 100 meters, leading to a well
observable double bang. Note that the lollipop signal is absent in this tau decay channel.
These events via resonant channel may occur inside and outside the ICECUBE detection vol-
ume. Because of the large size of a spherical double bang shower, the observable partially contained
double bang may enlarge the observation effective volume by a factor close to two. Among all the
Glashow signals nearly 22.76% may be double bang events contained or partially contained. In
conclusion the double bang is a well observable event in Glashow resonant interaction at 11% tau
and 10% muon decay channels.
A.2 The Glashow double tau bang and the additional muon tracks
As above, the Glashow resonant channel made by an energetic 6.3 PeV ν¯e hitting an electron
at rest leads to an amplified W− boson resonance event in ICECUBE. The W− boson resonance
has a muon decay channel with a probability of 10.6%. Therefore, as for the tau, the nearly 5
PeV secondary energetic muon tracks are almost 20 kilometers long; these long tracks enlarge
the effective ICECUBE volume for all the other trough going muons at least by a factor one or
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Figure 16: Overlap of Figure on page 21 from [6] on Figure 1 from [31]. The presence of a Glashow peak is
already in conflict with an assumed hard spectra (power index−2.1), while is consistent with a softer spectra
of −2.8 as one would expect from the HESE observed spectra and by a shadows of a cosmic ray spectra
(over a prompt atmospheric neutrino one). Note the additional W peak component over in transparency
leading to a first shower in the first lepton interaction. See the OPALE spectra for those events in LEP.
two (0.106 · 20 km), explaining the over-abundance of the trough-going muon tracks respect the
observed HESE ones. The absence of this additional and relevant muon contribution above the
Glashow energy (at 6 PeV) may also explain the apparent cut off in the ICECUBE neutrino energy
spectra just above the Glashow energy threshold. The radiative emission in the peak resonance for
the first bang has a first approximation evaluation.
Indeed, the Feymann diagram that corresponds to the above radiative correction is due to the
electron hit by the antineutrino being boosted and excited and in its decay in an ultrarelativistic
mode to an W boson and a photon prong. This effect, estimated also classically assuming the mass
charge as the electron in the logarithmic formula, makes indeed a quite larger emission for the first
bang
Erad,e = EW · 2pi ·
e2
}c
(
log
(
2Eνe
mec2
)
−1
)
Erad,e = 671 TeV
The consequent first bang is incidentally, as large as 20% or approximately above the second
bang of 1.6 PeV as we already mentioned.
A.3 The charmed neutrinos flux and their tau minor presence
We will consider also the case of a Charmed atmospheric role where the probability for tau
interactions are suppressed by a factor 0.1− 0.05 respect to νe, νµ ones. The consequent flavor
composition for such atmospheric charmed model is described by Fig. 14, 15; this charmed flavor
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Figure 17: The main Feymann diagram that describe the radiative correction leading to a first gamma shower
and a late tau (or muon) track.
match better the observations. Indeed, our present atmospheric prompt interpretation is offered by
the charmed atmospheric neutrino signals made by νe, νµ and by their antiparticles and by their
common neutral current; it will imply a final observed flux:
Φνe :Φνµ :Φντ :ΦνNC = 1 : 1 :
1
20
: (
2
3
+
1
60
) (A.1)
the last tiny term 120 is due to the additional charmed ντ suppressed interaction, while the last
fraction is due to the electron, muon and small tau neutral current contribute.
In that case, as one may easily see, the absence of tau event is a much more probable outcome;
the normalized fluxes for the 36 events will be:
Φνe :Φνµ :Φντ :ΦνNC = 0.71 : 0.184 : 0.17 : 0.0875. (A.2)
In the ideal case of a complete tau ICECUBE detection efficiency, the final (astrophysical and
charmed expected tau events) would be described by figure 18: the dozen expected tau would be
in disagreement with the observed rare recorded ones. However, the suppression curve in Fig. 12,
might mitigate the discrepancy. Nevertheless, different arguments make still unplausible the tau
rare (yet unpublished) detection.
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DISCUSSION
ULI KATZ: The events observed by ICECUBE are not consistent with atmospheric prompt neutri-
nos since these could be accompanied by atmospheric muons that are filtered out by HESE veto.
DANIELE FARGION: It is true that prompt charmed neutrinos might come with their twin muon
companion, but only in less than half of the downward muon neutrinos sky. Horizontal and Upward
muon neutrinos are not coming by sure with any muon (absorbed) anyway. Now consider the
following question: Why highest energetic (> 90) TeV downward muon tracks are also almost
absent (two events versus 24 showers) while they are well observed (6 tracks versus 10 showers)
in upward sky? The answer is because most of them are not of astrophysical nature, but they are
charmed ones and excluded and filtered by ICECUBE veto. Moreover, there is wide agreement in
different articles that the atmospheric expected prompt flux is not well defined up to a factor of two.
Therefore, prompt neutrino may well explain several puzzles at once.
ULI KATZ: The numbers of good tau neutrinos candidates passing the corresponding event selec-
tion is expected to be small, about two events for the full data sample. It is therefore, much too
early to draw conclusions from the fact that no such events are observed so far.
DANIELE FARGION: I agree that the expected two events (since June 2018, possibly observed
and reported in Neutrino 2018) within nine events above 200 TeV might be consistent in a first
view with the expected ones. However, the same June 2018 Neutrino report informed us that there
are many more (27) events candidate above 100 TeV that are in principle showing a double bang;
they are possibly nine tau ones. Their low number (or absence) is quite surprising. More new
recent suppression efficiency in tau detection may offer the escape road to the puzzle. Anyway the
atmospheric charmed tau would be, within 34 showers, anyway about one or two events. There-
fore, we believe that the missing tau is a persistent puzzle, finding a natural solution in a charmed
component.
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